Access Lighting
Access brings modern designs paired with cutting-edge technology, at reasonable
prices.
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Aion LED
Aion LED is an innovator and industry leader in cutting-edge linear LED lighting
solutions.

1585 Folsom St.
San Francisco, CA 94103

Alloy LED

(415) 863-2020
info@citylightssf.com

Arnsberg

citylightssf.com

Arroyo Craftsman

Alloy LED brings a multitude of linear LED products at an affordable price

Contemporary German lighting at comfortable price points

Hand made traditional and contemporary arts and crafts lighting

Artemide
Modern Italian lighting spanning Architectural, Design and Outdoor styles

Arteriors
Sophisticated artisan lighting, furniture, wall decor, and decorative accessories

Bega
High end, professional grade architectural indoor and outdoor lighting

BK Lighting
High quality, innovative outdoor lighting fixtures with a focus on landscape

Bruck
Manufacturer of innovative, performance, specification grade LED lighting fixtures
and systems

Bulbrite
Primo incandescent, fluorescent and LED light bulbs, focusing on efficiency and style

Corbett
Breathtaking design meets high style

Crystorama
Decorative crystal based fixtures at affordable prices

CSL
High end recessed downlights and architectural fixtures with a focus on technology

Currey & Co.
Wholesale manufacturer of distinctive home furnishings, from lighting to furniture

David Trubridge
Holistically designed Lighting, Furniture and Jewellery. Where Artistry meets
sustainability

DMF Lighting
DMF designs and builds LED downlighting that sets the bar for flexibility,
performance, and quality

Edge Lighting
Beautifully crafted low voltage rail systems and decorative wall and ceiling pieces

ET2 Contemporary Lighting
ET2 offers innovative, European contemporary styled lighting

Eurofase
European designed decorative fixtures, as well as recessed and exterior

Fanimation
A dedicated fan manufacturer with styles spanning all your needs

Fine Art Lamps
Fine artistic lighting and innovative studio glass that become the defining features of
uniquely designed environments.

Finelite
Finelite focuses on energy efficient commercial lighting systems

Flos
Flos is the pioneer in Italian designer lighting

George Kovacs
George Kovacs lights the way with cutting-edge, premium quality, contemporary
lighting at a value-driven price.

Green Creative
Green Creative offers a comprehensive line of high-performance LED lighting
solutions

Halo
An industry leader in residential and commercial recessed and track lighting systems

Hammerton
Hammerton is a leading U.S. custom lighting designer and manufacturer focusing on
metalcraft

Hilite
Premium RLM and barn lighting made in California

Hinkley Lighting
Four generations of experience bring beautifully designed interior and exterior
lighting to any residential application

House of Troy
Made in the USA picture lights, piano lights, and art lights

Hubbardton Forge
Hubbardton Forge offers handcrafted residential and commercial lighting by
designers and blacksmiths

Hudson Valley Lighting
Spanning a diverse range of styles, Hudson Valley Lighting’s pieces are at once
historically informed and ahead of trend.

Juno Lighting
Juno has lead the industry in quality, performance, and innovation in recessed and
track lighting since 1976

Kalco
Kalco offers interior and exterior lighting from modern, to mediterranean styles

Kichler
Kichler brings you an unparalleled variety of exciting styles, unique finishes, fresh
colors and unequaled quality.

Koncept
Cutting edge contemporary design of portable and modular lighting systems

LeGrand Adorne
Switches that dim. Outlets that pop. Lighting that responds to the tap of a smartphone.

Leucos
Italian and beautiful, Leucos light fixtures are made from handcrafted Murano glass

Lithonia
Commercial grade troffers, warehouse and office lighting, as well as spec grade
exterior fixtures

Luceplan
High end decorative Italian lighting for the interior and exterior

Lumiere
Spec grade, die cast landscape lighting for any application

Lutron
The leader in residential and commercial lighting control systems

Matthews Fan
Industrial styled fan manufacturer — these things move a lot of air!

Maxim Lighting
Maxim Lighting offers unique takes on traditional designs at great prices

Metropolitan
Metropolitan Lighting brings masterful European designs to the American market

Minka Aire
A plethora of traditional, and modern fan designs

Minka Lavery
A wide variety of styles, with one sure to fit the needs of any home

Mitzi
Hudson Valley Lighting’s contemporary offering — hip and on trend offering many
finishes and styles you won’t find anywhere else

Modern Fan
The premier source for contemporary ceiling fans

Modern Forms
The all-LED lighting and smart fan catalog offer the most cutting-edge technology and
design

Monte Carlo Fans
Decorative fans for indoor and outdoor uses

Moooi
Moooi designs lighting, furniture, and art with a modern Dutch twist

Nemo
Modern Italian manufacturer focusing on the reproduction of classic design of the
60s and 70s

Nora Lighting
Residential and commercial track lighting, recessed lighting, and LED panel systems

Norwell
High quality traditional and transitional indoor and outdoor lighting

Origina
Canadian manufacturer of modern and traditional linen fabric drum shades

Philips/Lightolier
Now owner of Lightolier, the inventor of track lighting — a favorite of architects
everywhere

Pure Lighting
From in ceiling, to in-ground, to in wall, Pure Lighting offers ways to recess light in
the most unique ways imaginable

RAB
Built to last, made in America exterior and interior commercial grade light fixtures

Robert Abbey
Industry leader in designer lighting, with a large selection of customizable portable
lamps

Savoy House
Traditional and modern interpretations of classic designs

Schonbek
The world’s premier crystal chandelier manufacturer — a subsidiary of Swarovski

Seagull Lighting
With over 3500 products, Seagull offers a wide selection of lighting fixtures at
affordable prices

Sonneman
Modern design ideals, innovation, and extraordinary quality

Studio Italia
Contemporary Italian design aimed at high end residential and hospitality

Swarovski Lighting
Modern crystal designs to knock your socks off

Tech Lighting
Premier manufacturer or modern decorative chandeliers, pendants, rail, and
downlight systems

Terzani
Luxury contemporary Italian manufacturer pushing design norms with
experimentation and forward thinking ideas

Troy Lighting
Eclectic line of fixtures that are both sophisticated, and casual using traditional and
intriguing materials

Varaluz
Handmade lighting and accessories using eco-friendly and recycled materials

Vibia
Offers a large variety of decorative floor, ceiling, and wall fixtures in a modern,
Spanish design

Vista
Consumer and professional grade outdoor and landscape lighting

Visual Comfort & Co.
Premier resource for lighting designed by designers, for designers

WAC Lighting
Global manufacturer of LED downlights, tracks, systems and decorative fixtures

Zaneen
Distributor of exclusive European designs, not likely to be found in the US

